Our main result is that the proper forcing axiom (PFA) is equiconsistent with "PFA + there is a nonreflecting stationary subset of a>2." More generally we show for any cardinals n < m < N2 that if PFA + (n) is consistent with ZFC then so is "PFA + («) + there are m mutually nonreflecting stationary subsets of ω 2 ." As corollaries we can show that if n < m < Ni then PFA + («) (if consistent) does not imply PFA + (m), and that PFA (if consistent) does not imply Martin Vs maximum.
Introduction.
Recently much attention has been given to various strengthenings of Martin's axiom for Ni. Following [FMS] let us denote by MA(Γ), where Γ is a class of partial orders, the statement:
If P G Γ and Δ is a family of at most Ni dense subsets of P, then there is a Δ-generic filter on P .
Thus letting Γ be the class of all partial orders having the c.c.α, MA(Γ) becomes Martin's axiom (for Ni dense sets). Taking Γ to be the class of proper partial orders, MA(Γ) becomes the proper forcing axiom (PFA). Taking Γ to be the class of all orders P so that forcing the P preserves the stationarity of subsets of ω\, MA(Γ) becomes Martin's maximum (MM), discussed in [FMS] .
One may fortify these axioms by demanding that the filter obtained not only be generic, but also respect the stationarity of a collection of subsets (in the generic extension) oϊ ω\. That is, one may consider the axioms MA + (Γ, K) : If P e Γ, Δ is a family of at most Ni dense subsets of P, and {S α : a < K} is a family of terms, each forced by every condition in P to denote a stationary subset of ω\, then there is a Δ-generic filter G on P so that for every a <κ, S a (G) is stationary in coi.
(Here S a (G) = {β < ω x : 3p e G p Ih "β e S α "}, the interpretation of the term S a by the filter G.) If Γ is the class of proper that for any n < m, PFA + («) (if consistent with ZFC) is consistent with the existence of a family of m mutually nonreflecting stationary subsets of SQ . But (trivially generalizing a theorem from [Ba] for one stationary set), letting Γ be the class of all countably closed partial orders, MA + (Γ, m) implies that every family of m stationary subsets of 0)2 is mutually reflecting. So PFA + (#) is weaker than PFA + (m). In independent (unpublished) work along the same lines, Magidor constructed, by forcing over a model with a supercompact cardinal, a model of set theory in which PFA holds and there is a nonreflecting stationary subset of ω 2 (so PFA + (1) fails). His argument is essentially the same as ours.
As another application of Theorem 2.6, we can derive (modulo consistency of PFA) the following theorem from our doctoral dissertation [Be] (unpublished): There is a model of ZFC in which there are no o>2-Aronszajn threes but there is a nonreflecting stationary subset of SQ . This follows from Theorem 2.6 (with n = 0 and m = 1) and Baumgartner's result (see [To] for a proof) that PFA implies there are no o>2-Aronszajn trees. In [Be] we obtained such a model by forcing over a model with a weakly compact cardinal; the proof of Theorem 2.6 is an elaboration of this earlier construction.
Finally, let us mention an open question. In [Sh] , Shelah has shown that MM implies MA + (Γ, 1), for Γ the class of countably closed partial orders. We do not know if MM implies MA + (Γ, m) for m between 2 and Ni (and the same Γ). Question: For which m < 2 does MM imply that every family of m stationary subsets of SQ is mutually reflecting? We cannot rule out the possibility that MM is consistent with the existence of a pair of mutually nonreflecting stationary subsets of SQ .
Adjoining mutually nonreflecting stationary sets.
Our main goal is to show, for any cardinals n and m with n < m < ^, that PFA + («) is equiconsistent with PFA + (n) + "There is a mutually nonreflecting family of m stationary subset of ω^\ Starting from a model of PFA+(ft) we will force to add such a family. Let P be the set of all functions p from m into ^{coj), such that there is a β < ωι so that for every i < m p{ί) c β n SQ , for every a € S*, p(i) Πα is nonstationary in a, and for j Φ i p{i) Πp(j) = 0. For each p e P let lh(p) = inf{β : Vz < m p(i) c β}, and call this ordinal the length of p . Endow P with a partial ordering: p < q iff for every i <m, p(i)nlh(q) = q(i).
LEMMA 2.1. P is countably complete and a)2-Baire, and any Vgeneric filter on P is equiconstructible over V with an enumeration E of a family of m pairwise disjoint, mutually nonreflecting stationary subsets of SQ , whose union is costationary in SQ .
Proof. If (Pk : k < ω) is a decreasing sequence in P then defining p(i) = \J{pk(i)'. k < ω} for each / < m clearly makes p the infimum of {pn : n < ω} in P. So P is countably complete.
Next, suppose that (D σ : a < ω\) is a sequence of dense open subsets of P, and that p e P is arbitrary. We shall find q < p such that q e Γ\i D σ : σ < ω\}. Construct {(p σ , a σ ) : σ < ω\) by induction on σ such that:
(1) p o =p and a 0 = lh(p) + 1. (2) p σ +ι < p σ , Λτ+1 e AT, lh(Aj+i) > α σ , and α σ+1 = lh(p σ+1 ) + 1.
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(3) If σ is limit then a σ = sup{α τ : τ < σ}, for some / < m p σ (i) = \J{Pτ(i): τ < σ} U {a σ + ω}, and for the remaining So for limit σ p σ is a condition of length α<j + ω extending each p τ , such that a σ φ [j{pσ(ή ' i < m}. Note for any σ that α σ +i, being a successor ordinal, is not in IJ{Λχ+2(0 i < m ) > whence for any σ and τ , α σ <£ UίPτ: i < m). For each / < m let q(i) = U{AJ(0 : / < m}, and let a = sup{α<j : σ < ω\}. Then {αo : σ < ω\} is club in a and disjoint from \J{q(i) : i < m}, and it follows easily that q is a condition in P. Clearly q <p σ for each σ, so # < /? belongs to each AT , which shows that P is o>2-Baire. Now suppose F is a F-generic filter on P, and define a function £ with domain m by setting E(i) = LJ{^(0 : P € i 7 }. As i 7 = {/? G P : Vz < ra/?(/) = £(/) Π lh^)}, F and JE are equiconstructible. Clearly £ enumerates a family of m pairwise disjoint sets, and for each a < ω 2 and i <m E(i)Πa is nonstationary in α. We claim that each E(i) is stationary in ω 2 . Supposing p e P and p Ih "C is club in α>2," it is enough to find q < p and a e q(i) such that #lh"α€C."
Fix λ regular and so large that P e H(λ), and let <* well-order H(λ). Choose a countable elementary substructure N of (H(λ), ε, <*) such that p, P, C e N. (The name C may be identified with {(r, β) : r Ih "£ € C"}.) Let a = sup(ΛΓ n ω 2 ). Choose a descending sequence (p^ : fc < ω) of conditions in P Π N so that po = p and for every D e N, if D C P is dense below p then Pk € D for some /c. Let /?' = inf{/?fc : k < ω). Simple dense-set arguments show lh(p') = a and p' Ih "α is a limit point of C." Thus p' Ih «a EC." Define ί by setting q(i) = /?'(/) u {α}, and setting q(j) = p(j) for j Φ i. Clearly q is a condition such that q < p, a € #(*), and # Ih "α G C," as desired.
Finally we must show that SQ -\J{E(i) : i < m} is stationary. It suffices, given p e P such that p Ih "C is club in ω 2 ," to find q < p and a e S$ such that q Ih "α € C" and α < lh(^), yet a £ \J{q(i): i < m]. As above we can find p f and α so that p 1 <p, lh(/?') = αeS 0 2 , and /?' Ih α α e C." Now choose some i < m, let ήf(ι) = p'(/) u {α + ω}, and for j φ i let q(j) = p'{j). Clearly q e P is as desired, and so the lemma is proved. D REMARK. If m = 1 then forcing with P adjoins a single nonreflecting stationary subset of S$ which is also costationary in S$. Now our main result is easy to state: If V is a model of set theory plus PFA + (n) then any generic extension of V by forcing with P is also a model of PFA + (n). Hence PFA + (n) and PFA + (n) + "there are m mutually nonreflecting stationary subsets of ωf are equiconsistent (over ZFC). For use in the proof, we establish the following notation and terminology. E will always be a family constructed as in Lemma 2.1 from a K-generic filter on P, and E will be the canonical P-term for such a family. Thus any generic extension of V by P has the form V [E] . (E and the generic filter are equiconstructible.) Note that forcing with P preserves Ni and #2 > so n an d m are not collapsed. Note also that if p G P, a G S%, and for some i < m either p Ih "α e E(/)" or p Ih w α $ E(/)" then a < lh(p). We shall call (Q, Δ, (S, : i < n)) an obnoxious triple if Q is a proper partial order, Δ a family of at most Ni dense subsets of β, and each S/ a Q-term for a stationary subset of co\, such that there is no Δ-generic filter G on Q for which S^G) is stationary for every i < n. Call Q obnoxious if there are a Δ and (S, : i < ή) so that (Q, Δ, (S| : i < n)) is an obnoxious triple. So PFA + (n) states that there is no obnoxious Q LEMMA 2.2. If there is an obnoxious Q then there is an obnoxious triple (Q f , Δ, (S; : / < n)) so that Q' collapses #2 to cardinality ϋ\ and each D e Δ is dense and oven in Q.
Proof. Suppose (β, {F σ : σ < ω\}, (S, : i < n)) is an obnoxious triple. If Q does not collapse N2 let C be the Levy partial order for adding a function from ω\ onto CO2 with countable conditions, defined in the extension by Q, and if Q does collapse N 2 let C be the trivial order. Since C is countably closed, Q * C is proper. Let J9 σ = {(0, c) G Q * C : 3q' e F σ q < q 1 }. Clearly 2) σ is dense open and if G were a {D σ : σ < ωj-generic filter on Q * C then {# : 3c (0, c) G G} would be {iv : σ < ωi}-generic on β. So {Q * C, {Ar: σ < ωi}, (S 7 : / < n)) is an obnoxious triple. (p', q', r' ) of (p, q, r) for which lh(p') < ζ + ω + 1 and (p*, q') lh"f(α) = ζ." Proof, (a) Fix λ regular and so large that f and the power set of P*Q*Ri both belong to H(λ). Let N -< H(λ) be countable with P * Q * Ri, f G iV, and let (p, q, r) e P * Q * R Π N be arbitrary; it suffices to find an (N, P * Q * 2?/)-generic extension of (p, q, r) . Let a = N Π co\ and ζ = sup(iV Π ωi). Of course α G ωi and £ G SQ .
Begin by choosing p' < p an (iV, P)-generic condition as follows. Let {Dfr : k < ω) enumerate the dense subset of P contained in N, and define a descending sequence (p k : k < ω) of conditions in P such that po = p and for each k, p k+ϊ e D k n N. Let /?* = inf{p* : fc < ω}. Then lh(p*) = ζ. Let /?'(*) = /?*(/) U {£ + ω}, and for y ^ / let /? ; (;) = p*(j). Then pΈP is (N 9 P)-generic 5 p ; </?, lh(pθ = C + ω + 1, and p'¥ "ζ £ E(ι) ."
Since Ih "Q is proper", there is a term #' for a condition in Q such that p' Ih "^' < q and ^; is ( Returning to V, we can find a term r' denoting r*. Since J? and G were arbitrary such that q f G G and JF is the union of a generic filter containing p f , we can choose r f so that (p r , ήf
is an (N, P * β * i?/)-generic extension of (p, q, r), which completes the proof that P * Q * i?/ is proper.
(b) Let A be as in the proof of (a) and let D be the set of all countable elementary substructures of H(λ) having F and P * Q * J? , as elements. Given N e D and (p, q 9 r) G P * Q * Ri Π N, let α = JV Π ωi and £ = sup(iV Π ωi), and choose (/?', ^', r') extending (p 9 q 9 r) as in part (a). Clearly lh(/? ; ) = £ + ω + 1. In the proof of part (a) we saw that for any generic extension V [E 9 G] such that p 1 belongs to the generic filter on P and q f belongs to G, Proof. Supposing the contrary, there must be a P-term Q and a condition po, so that po Ih "Q is an obnoxious partial order." Since {p € P : p < PQ} is isomorphic to P, we may assume po is the trivial condition. By Lemma 2.2 we may assume that forcing with Q collapses N2 to cardinality Ni, and find P-terms (D σ : σ < co\) and P * β-terms (S,: i < n) such that lh u (β, (D σ : σ < coi), (S/: / < ή) is an obnoxious triple, "
and Ih "D σ is dense open" for each σ. As above, let E be a P-term for the mutually nonreflecting stationary family added by P, and let f be a P * g-term, forced by every condition to denote the increasing enumeration of a club in ω\ of order type ω\. We may define the partial orders Rj as in the discussion preceding Lemma 2.5, and by that lemma each P * Q * R t is proper.
In any extension by P * Q, E is a family of m pairwise disjoint sets. We claim that there is an /* < m such that Sjf~ι"E(i) is stationary for every j < n. Otherwise, as n < m, there would be I' O < i\ < m and j < n such that both Sj -f~ι"E(i 0 ) and Sj-f~ι"E{i\)
were nonstationary, and so the union of these two sets would be nonstationary, but would also contain Sj, a contradiction.
We claim further that forcing with i? z * preserves the stationarity of each Sj. For in the extension by P*Q, Sj-f~ι"E(i*) is stationary. So if r Ih "B is club in ω\," then we can find a countable N < H{ωι) (taken in the extension by P * Q) containing r, R t *, and B, such that a G Sj but /(α) ^ E(i*), where a = Nnco\.
Choose (r^ : k < ω) ?i descending sequence in Rf nN such that ro = r, and for every dense subset D of Rj* in N there is a k with r^ e D. Let >•* = Ufo : * < ω ) u {( α > <*)}• Then r* < r and r* Ih "α e B." So the set of conditions forcing Sj to remain stationary is dense in R ( *.
In V we can find (PQ, qo) forcing each 5} -f~ι"E(i*) to be nonstationary. Replacing P*Q with {(/?, ^): (p, #) < (pQ, ^0)} > w^ may assume (po, ^o) is trivial. Thus each term S 7 is forced to denote a stationary set by every condition in P * Q * 2? z .
Let A be the set of all conditions (p, q, r) e P * β * Rp so that for some a < ω\ and some ζ < ω 2 , lh(p) < ζ + ω + 1 and (p, #) Ih "f(α) = ζ." Given any condition (p, q, r) we can find A and Z> as in Lemma 2.5(b), and N e D such that (p, q, r) e N. Letting a = N Π ω\ and £ = sup(iV n α>2) > we see by Lemma 2.5(b) that (p, q, r) has an extension in A. So A is dense in P * Q * ϋ,-. Therefore ^4 (with the ordering inherited from P*Q*R r ) is a proper partial order.
Let C be the canonical term for the club adjoined by i?/ . Pick λ regular and so large that P * Q* Rj , (D σ : σ < co\), (S, : 1 < ή), f, and C all belong to H(λ). Let M < H(λ) contain all these sets, contain all countable ordinals, and have cardinality Ni. Using PFA + (tf), find an M-generic filter H o on A such that for each j < n, SJ(HQ) is stationary. Let H be the upward closure of HQ in P * Q * Rj+. Then 7/ is an Λ/-generic filter on P * β * i? z *, each S 7 (/7) is stationary, and every element of H has an extension in HΠA.
For i < m let />*(/) = UίP(0 3ff, ' (P, ί ^) e H}. Let jff* = sup{lh(p) :3q,r{p,q,r)eH}.
Clearly /?*(/) c 5^n^* and for each β Φ β* there is an i < m so that p*(i)Π β is nonstationary in β. We shall show that p*(i*)Πβ* is nonstationary in β*, from which it follows that /;* is in fact a condition in P. To this end, let /* be the set of all pairs (a, ζ) so that there is a condition (p, q, r) eH such that (p, 0) Ih "f(α) = ζ," and let C* be the set of all a < ω λ so that there is a condition (p, q, r) e H such that {p, q,r) Ih "α GC." Since if is pairwise compatible /* is an increasing function, and since H is M-generic /* is continuous with domain ω\ and C* is club in ωi. Let ζ* = sup/*" 1 '^ . As Ih "f"CnE(/*) = 0," /*"C* is club in ζ* and disjoint from p*(i*)..
We claim that ζ* = β*. Assume the contrary. If C* > β* choose a e C* large enough that for every (p, q, r)eH, lh(p) < f*(a). By the definition of /* and C* (and pairwise compatibility of H) there are (p, q, r) e H and ζ < ωι so that /*(α) = £ and (p, q, r) Ih "α G C and f(α) = £." Now Ih «ΓCnE(/*) = 0 , n so (p, q, r) Ih "£ £ E(i*)." Thus C < lh(p) But lh(p) < /*(α) = f, a contradiction. On the other hand, if C* < β* choose (p, q, r)eH, / < m, and >/ e p(ι') with ζ* <η. Extending if need be, we may assume that (p, q, r) eA. So there are a < ω\ and ζ < ω 2 such that lh(p) < ζ + ω + 1 and (P> ί) II" "f(α) = C w Clearly f*(a) = C ? and as /* is increasing, C + ω + 1 < /*(α + ω + 1) < C*. Hence ζ* < η < lh(p) < £*, 22 ROBERT E. BEAUDOIN another contradiction. Thus the claim is proved. Therefore p* is a condition in P. Choose a F-generic filter on P containing p*, and let E be the mutually nonreflecting family added by this filter. As E and the generic filter are equiconstructible, we may speak of the interpretation τ E of an arbitrary P-term T by £. For each σ < co\, let AT = Df, and for j < n let S^ = &f By assumption (Q E , (AT : σ < ωi), (Sy : j < ή)) is an obnoxious triple in V [E] . Let G = {q E : 3p, r (p, q, r) Proof. Suppose (2s, : i < m) is a family of stationary subsets of {a < K : cfα = ω}. Let P be the Levy order for collapsing K to cardinality Ni with countable conditions, and let f be a P-term for a continuous, increasing function from co\ into K with range cofinal in K . As P is countably closed, Ihp "Vα < ω\ f|α G V." So D a = {p eP :3g p Ih "f|α = g"} is dense for each a. For each i < m let A, be a P-term such that H-p "A/ = {a < ω x : i{a) G £/}." Since P is proper, E t is stationary in the extension by P (by Lemma 2.4), and so A/ is forced to denote a stationary set. Applying MA + (Γ, m), there is a (D a : α < ωi)-generic filter G such that each A/(G) is stationary.
Letting /* = {(α, £): 3/7 e G ^ Ih tt f(α) = C Λ }, /* is an increasing, continuous function from ω\ into /c. Put η = supran(/*). Note that ran(/*) is club in f/. Thus for any club C in ^/, f*~l n C is club in ωi. Choosing α e /*-1;/ CΠ A/((J), we have /*(α) eCnEi. So each J?/ Π η is stationary, and (2?/: i < m) reflects mutually at η. α MM can be substituted for MA + (Γ, 1) in the hypothesis, as is shown by Theorem 9 of [FMS] : MM implies, for every regular K > ωi, that every stationary subset of {a < K : cf a = ω} contains a closed set of order type ω\ (and so reflects). (It is not hard to prove the conclusion for every κ>ωι with cf K > ω\, given this theorem for regular K .) (b) Again, by theorem 2.6 (take n = 0 and m = 1), if PFA is consistent then it has a model in which there is a nonreflecting stationary subset of ω 2 . But if PFA implied MM then, by Theorem 9 of [FMS] , there could be no such model. D
